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 I.   Intro 

       This is a Quest guide for Mario Party Advance.It may not be so good since 
      this is my first time I'm writing and the first time I'm using ASCII text 
      so send all compliments and complaints to mkjk5761@yahoo.com or to my  
      AIM account mkjk5761 

       P.S. None of the information on this document was gotten from somewhere 
      besides my head and the game itself. 

******************************************************************************** 
 II.  Version Information 
 1.0 finished on 4/10/2005 includes Quest GUide and Character List 

******************************************************************************** 
 III. Quest Guide 

   QQQQ    U   U  EEEE  SSSSS   TTTTT       GGGG   U   U  IIIII  DDDD    EEEE 
  Q    Q   U   U  E      S        T        G       U   U    I    D   D   E    
  Q   QQ   U   U  EEE     S       T        G  GGG  U   U    I    D   D   EEE   
   QQQQQ   U   U  E        S      T        G    G  U   U    I    D   D   E  
        Q   UUU   EEEE  SSSSS     T         GGGG    UUU   IIIII  DDDD    EEEE 

They are in the order the game has and I am starting from Locomotionless. 
 I'm using this format: 

Quest number.Title - Goal - Time - Distance - Difficulty 
  Where to get it - Instructions 
  Reward 
 When I say Distance I mean how much traveling you have to do from the 
 time you get the quest till you finish it(Please note that this may not 
 be exact). 
  
 Here is a key for letters I will use often: 
 U= UP D= DOWN R= Right L= LEFT  
  

1. Locomtionless - Get some coal - Medium, 22 spaces - Easy 



  Train Station - Speak to the Shy Guy in the Train Station and  
  accept the quest.Move 2L,1D,4L,4U.Enter the Vending Machines, 
  buy coal,and go to the Train Station. Speak to the Shy Guy. 
   Gaddget - Cake Maker 
    
   
2. Mysterious Riddles - Answer Pokey's riddles - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Pokey - The 1st anser is "Mario!", 2nd is "Bowser!", and the 
  3rd is "Luigi!" 
   Gaddget - Tap-Tap Sumo 

3. Kamek Krew Live! - Find a Stadium for Toady - Medium - 50 - Easy 
  Mushroom Condo,2nd Floor - Speak to him and agree to help. 
  Go to MushroomStadium and say"Nice Stadium". Bullet Bill will 
  respond and give you a live venue.Return to Mushroom Condo, 
   2nd Floor and speak to Toady.  
   Gaddget - Bull's-Eye 

4. Mathemagician! - Answer 3 easy math questions - Short - N/A - Easy  
  Mushroom Library - Answer his 3 questions 1st answer is 990, 
  2nd is 100, 3rd is 0. 
   Gaddget - Castle Night 

5. Comedy Bomb - Laugh at the Dolphin's punch lines - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Mario Vaudville - Press a when he says the punchlines. These  
  are the Punch lines: 
  "You should never,EVER take it outside", 
  "Forget the questions!,Give me the answers!" 
   Gaddget - Snow Globe 

6. Kind Goomba - Get a ticket for Goomba - Short - 6 - Easy 
  Goomba House - Go to Goomba House and accept the quest. In the 
  Train Station speak to the shy guy and buy a ticket.Go back enter 
   Goomba House. Speak to Goomba. 
   Gaddget - Egg Roll 

7.Final Showdown - Win a game of Trap Floor - Medium - N/A - Medium 
  Bowser's pipe House - Agree to challenge him.A meter will go  
  above his head and when you press the a button then hand will go 
  up and stop it setting the amountof Koopa Kids you must make  
  fall down.The a button will make the red traps go out and the  
  blue traps go in. The b button will make the red traps go in and 
  the blue traps go out.The r button will make everything go in. 
  Bowser will then say how he's happy he fought till the end. 
   Gaddget - Bowser Print 
   
   
8. Probably a Robbery? - Find who Robbed the Bank - Medium - 50 - Easy 
  Koopa Bank - Go to Mr. I,Paratroopa, and Goombob.Go to Mr. I 
   and ask him about the money. He'll deny it saying it was too  
  dark and he didn'tmove.Then go to the Item Shop and speak to  
  Paratroopa.He'll also deny it saying he was shocked and saying  
  that he fell on the floor,but he did see a gleam of coins.Go to 
  Goombob Manor and ask Goombob aboutthe money.He'll deny it also 
  saying it was to dark to see them.Return to Koopa Bank and say 
  you  found out it was Paratroopa since how could he have seen  
  the coins if it was completely dark? Paratroopa will come in  
  and admit saying it was a joke. 
   Gaddget - Card Trick 

9. True-Blue Boo - Get the Boo's Golden Statue back - Short - N/A - Easy 



  Boo Cemetery - In order to find it you must find who the false 
  Boo is. The false Boo will turn in a different direction then  
  the other(For example it will turn from right to left rather  
  then left to right).  
   Gaddget - Predictotron  

10. Monkeynapping?! - Help Akiki find her Uncle Ukiki - Short - 18 - Easy 
  Ukiki House - Agree to help and read the secrert code "bIg teAM 
  cAT leaTHEr fLAKE!? blarmpot". If you read only the capitals it 
  will come out "I am at the lake". The only lake in the Jungle is 
  Loch Dorrie so head there.Ukiki will come out and say he's sorry 
  and give you a gaddget. 
   Gaddget - Mini Maze  

11.Weeping Thwomp - Help find how Thwonp was robbed - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Thwomp House - Agree to help and check the door. Notice that it 
  says it'sthe ONLY door in the house and SMALLER THAN THWOMP. 
  Then select Thwomp and tell Mr. E. the clue how you know. The  
  answer is the door since it's to small to even let Thwomp out. 
   Gaddget - Eye Exam 

12.Sploosh! - Find who pulled Mr. E. into the water - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Sushi Cliff - Just listen to Blooper(guy on far left) and 
  say Yes! you know who. It's Blooper(guy on far left) since only 
  he has tenticles. 
   Gaddget - Digitizer  

13.Bowser:Accused - Prove he's guilty & win Mush Rush - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Bowser Mansion (Red Pipe) - Bowser will first say how he'll give 
  it to you if you prove he's guilty.Say you want "This Mansion"  
  and he'll say that "There's no way to hide a painting in here". 
  The only he'd know that is if he tried! Say you know it from  
  "The Mansion" and tell you to win a game of Mush Rush.A counter 
  will then come up and whatever number comes up, that's how many 
  KoopaKids you have to hit and stop from getting your mushrooms. 
  This game is very easy and you have to lose all3 mushrooms to  
  lose.The a button is to swing on your right and b is to swing 
  on your left. Watch out though becuase sometimes the Koopa Kid 
  will be hit straight and not onto the sides and come back a  
  second time. 
   Gaddget - Lip Sync 

14.Hearts A-Flutter - Tell Mr. I how Flutter feels - Short - 38 - Easy 
  Mushroom Condo,3rd Floor - Agree to help Flutter. Go to Mr. I 
  in the Horror area and speak to him about Flutter. He'll say  
  he's looking out for someone else and he's not interested.  
  Return to Mushroom Condo,3rdFloor and speak to Flutter. 
  She'll deny it and then say it's better to have loved and  
  lost...  
   Gaddget - Love Me Not 

15.Blossom of my Heart - Give Petal Guy's poem to Flutter- Medium - 45 - Easy 
  Petal House - Speak to Petal Guy and accept the quest. Go to  
  the right 45 spaces and go to the 3rd floor of Mushroom Condo 
  and speak about Petal Guy.Petal Guy will come in and start  
  talking. After the butterfly runs away Petal Guy will give you  
  a gaddget. 
   Gaddget - Bead Machine 

16.Love That Princess - Visit Mr. I - Short - N/A - Easy 



  Mr. I - You must use Princess Peach to do this quest! Speak to  
  Mr. I and say you're Princess Peach.He'll be suprised and give 
  you a Gaddget. 
   Gaddget - Hope Chest  

  
17.Accessorize! - To get Goombob a seashell - Time:Long - 94 - Easy 
  Goombob Manor - Agree to get him a seashell and go to the Sandy  
  Beach. Pick up one and return to Goombob.Goombetty will come in, 
  Goombob will give it to her and she'll agree to go on a date. 
   Gaddget - Dessert Menu  

18.Bestest Buds - Get Bowser a ring & win Peek-n-Sneak - Medium - 46 - Easy 
  Bowser Pad (Pink Pipe) - Bowser will ask for his favorite piece 
  of jewelry saying that he likes necklaces and bracelets the same 
  and rings more then bracelets.Exit and go the shop,purchase the 
  ring, and return to Bowser. He will then comment on how pretty 
  it is and how you now have to win a game ofPeek-n-Sneak or you 
  have to do this whole thing again.A counter will then come up 
  and whatever number comes up, that's how many KoopaKids you have 
  to walk by. Peek-n-Sneak is an easy game where you just have to 
  walk behind the pillars and then walk past the Koopa Kids when 
  they have their back turned.B is to dash but it's not needed 
  since you will get +20 when you pass the yellowones.It's easy  
  but you still have to be cautious since if you get caught once 
  you have to restart.   
   Gaddget - Shroom Bloom  

19.A Speeding Bill - To win Bullet Bill in a race - Short - N/A - Medium 
  Mushroom Stadium - Say you want to challenge him.All  
  you have to do is press a really,really fast 
   Gaddget - Mini Soccer  

20.Jungle Jive - To dance with Hulu - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Dance Stage - Agree to dance. just press the control pad,a, 
  or b whenever Hulu says to. 
   Gaddget - Mini Bowling   

21.Hammerama - To throw the hammer further then he does - Short -N/A - Easy 
  Mushroom Field - Just press a and b fast. 
   Gaddget - Mini B-Ball  

22.Cool as Ice - To hit a home run -Short - N/A - Medium 
  Ice Stadium - you have 5 chances to hit a home run. He'll  
  either throw it up and it slowly goes down or a fastball  
  it's not so hard but you only get 5 chances. 
   Gaddget - Mini Slugger  

23.Swimmin' Wimp - Make Cheep Cheep more confident - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Mushroom Pool - In order to do this you must race against 
  Cheep Cheep and lose but to make it look natural. Press a fast 
  in the beggining so you'll be equal and slow down a drop 
  torwards the middle and end.If he or you is able to get to the 
  end of the screen you will automatically lose with him saying 
  either "You lost on purpose didn't you? I bet coach asked you 
  too" or I...I'mreally not good enough". 
   Gaddget - Desktop Golf 

24.Goal Tenderizer- Beat Bowser at Soccer & win Splatterball - Medium -N/A-Easy 
  Bowser Stadium (Bowser Blue Pipe) - To win the soccer part of it 



  just shoot 3 straight down the middle.He will then tell you to 
  win a game of Splatterball saying its all or nothing. A meter 
  will go above his head and when you press the a button then 
  hand will go up and stop it setting the amount of Koopa Kids 
  you must hit with paintballsin 99 seconds.  
    Gaddget - Snooze Ewes 

25.Hey, UFO! - To Call a UFO - Short - N/A - Medium  
  Mushroom Condo, Rooftop - Speak to the Shy Guy and say that you  
  want to call the UFO.Lift and Lower your hands like the Shy Guy 
  does.Watch theshadow it gets bigger and smaller showing you how 
  close the the UFO is. If it gets bigger it's getting closer and 
  smaller if farther. If it gets close enough it will land and 
  the Shy Guy will give you a gaddget.  
   Gaddget - Morse Maker  
     

26.Treasure of Mystery! - To find the treasure - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Klepto Ruins - Just put in his favorite number 4(for) 4 times  
  (so 4444). 
   Gaddget - Map Maker 

27.Condo of Mystery! - To get ghosts to haunt the condo - Short - 26 - Easy 
  Horror Condo (2nd Floor) - Agree to the quest. Leave and take 
  the route on the right and speak to the Boo's about Horror Condo 
  and then leave and return to Horror Condo (2nd Floor). 
   Gaddget - Porta-Gust 

28.Dino of Mystery! - Visit Dorrie - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Loch Dorrie - You must use Yoshi to do this quest! Go to Loch 
  Dorrie and say you'll be friends forever.Dorrie will then give 
  you a token of friendship 
   Gaddget - Soil Sonars 

29.Chillin' Villian - Finish the  jokes & win Crushed Ice - Short - N/A - Medium 
  Mt. Frostbite (Light Blue Bowser Pipe) - First answer the 3  
  jokes. The firstone is "A boa tie!".Second is "See you next  
  fall!".Third is "Wait 'til tommorow."A counter will then come up 
  and whatever number comes up, that's how many KoopaKids you  
  have to hit in 99 seconds.In Crushed Ice you are a spiked  
  Zamboni machine and you have to knock all the Koopas off.There 
  are exactly that amount of Koopa Kids on the ice as the number 
  on the counter and you bounce off the walls very fast so it may 
  take a few tries to win.Good luck. 
   Gaddget - Breeze Buddy 
   

30.Find the Password - Find the Password for Bob-omb - Short - 24 - Easy  
  Bob-omb Avenue - Speak to Bob-omb and then go to the Item Shop. 
  Buy a Bob-omb figure and Paratroopa will tell you the password 
  is "Baboom".Return to Bob-omb Avenue and tell Bob-omb the 
  password is Baboom!.He'll give you a Gaddget and tell you his 
  boss is in " the very lowest floor" 
   Gaddget - Shroom Slide 

31.Flowers Are a Blast! - Get Bob-omba a Piranha Plant - Medium - 54 - Easy 
  Bob-omba - Agree to help her.Go to the Piranha Plant in the  
  desert and pick one. Return to Bob-omba and give it to her. 
   Gaddget - Rochambeau 

32.Big Boss Bob-omb - Beat Boss Bob-omb at Dice - Short - N/A - Easy  



  Mushroom Condo (Basement) - In order to get to him go to  
  Mushroom Condo and select 1st Floor,then press down and it will 
  be selecting a blank space.Press a and you will meet the Big 
  Boss Bob-omb.Speak to him and agree to play him dice.In order 
  to win dice you must spin a higher number than him 3 times.  
   Gaddget - Stress Press 

33.Boss Bowser - Win Highers and Lower & Koopa Kappa - Medium - N/A - Easy   
  Bowser Hidout (Black Bowser pipe) - The numbers are 1-10 and 
  so its pretty easy to guessif it's greater or lesser. Also 
  every card seems to only be able to come up once. You will 
  then have to play a game of Koopa Kappa where you have to 
  put lids on the Koopas.You have unlimited time and you're 
  allowed to miss putting shells on top up to 5 times. 
   Gaddgets - Faux Flame, Hourglass  

34.DVD for me - Get a Toad Force V DVD - Long - 54 spaces - Easy 
  Horror Condo (1st Floor) - Speak to him and agree to get it.Go 
  to Mushroom Condo (1F) get it and return to Horror Condo 
  (1st Floor).Give him the DVD and he'll giveyou a gaddget. 
   Gaddget - Tile Trial 
   

35.What's That Line? - Get the line from Episode 28 - Long - 70 - Easy 
  Lakitu House - Agree to help him. Go to Mushroom Condo, 1st 
  Floor and speak to the expertthere.Ask him about Episode 28. 
   He'll say the last line is"I'm an Iron 'shroom."Return to Lakitu 
  House and tell him the line. 
   Gaddget - Bait 'n Wait  

36.Nerd Force V - Get a Toad Force V figure - Medium - 46 spaces - Easy 
  Horror Condo (Basement) - Speak to them and accept the quest. Go 
  to the right until you get to the item shop and buy a Toad Force 
  V figurine. Return to Horror Condo (Basement) and give them the 
  figurine.They'll then give you a gaddget. 
   Gaddget - Poochy Pal  

37.Bowser's Toys - Pass the Cartoon Quiz & win Slammer - Long - N/A - Medium 
  Bowser Toy Shop (Yellow Pipe) - Go to Bowsers Toy Shop and say  
  "Of Course!" to start. 
  1."What letter is on Toad Force V's forehead?" the answer is "V" 
  2."What is Toad Force V" the answer is "A robot" 
  3."What does Toad Force V fight for" the answer is "Peace" 
  4."What is the famous line in episode 28?"  
   the answer is "I'm an iron 'shroom!"  
  5."What is the name of Toad Force V's hero?" the answer is "Jack" 
  Bowser will be amazed you got them all right and challenge you 
  to a game of Slammer.Slammer is a game where there is a hammer 
  in the middle and a blinking face under it.You have to wait for 
  the blinking to stop before you press any buttons or you will get 
  hit and lose one of your 5 lives.If it turns to your characters 
  face press b if it stops by theirs to defend and press a to smash 
  it on them.If you defend fast enougha metal covering will go over 
  you,the hammer will smash that, and then rebound and hit them.   
   Gaddget - Screen Clean 
   

38.Winners Keepers - Get 31 or more coins playing Scratch 'Em - Short-N/A - Easy 
  Town Game Room A - Just scratch the card till you get 3 of the  
  same.A bomb explodes everything in a 3x3 grid with it being in  
  the center.I advise betting 1 30-26, 25-21 2, 20-16 3, 15-11 4, 
  10-6 5, 5-1 all.   
   Mini Game  



39.Losing Streak -Get 31 or more coins playing Match 'Em - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Town Game Room B - Just play at the slots until you have more  
  then 30 coins.Each time you try, you get 30 coins to work  
  with I advise betting the max 5 every time.   
   Mini Game 

40.Debt's a Hoot - Get 31 or more coins playing Stop 'Em - Short - N/A - Easy 
  Jungle Game Hut - Agree to help him and say  you'd love to. 
  It's a simple game but can take a long time from its randomness 
  .In Stop 'Em you have to  bet on what the wheel will land on. 
  I advise betting on the first four 1 coin.If you lose then 1 on 
  the first 2 and 2 on the next 2 . Hopefully by then you'll win. 
   Mini Game 

41.Engaging Game - Get 31 or more coins playing Drop 'Em - Short  - N/A - Easy  
  Ice Game Room - Your goal is to help Penguin get more then 30 
  coins so he can buy a ring. all you have to do is shoot the 
  coins slightly ahead of it and you should win fast. 
   Mini Game  

42.Game Mage - Win more then 30 coins playing Pair 'Em - Short - N/A - Medium   
  The Hammer - The first thing you do when you pick it up is press  
  a very fast so you start spinning. If you are going fast enough 
  you will fly while holding the hammer to a pyramid and challenge 
  Kamek,the game mage to a game of Pair 'Em. Pair 'Em is a 
  slightly complicated game where you must bet on what matches of 
  3 you will get. I advise to bet 1 on stars only. In Pair 'Em 
  you have a 3x3 grid except the center where you can place cards. 
  If you put 2 of 1 type of card together they'll dissapear. 
  I advise putting it that the top 5 you use for using up others 
  and the bottom 3 you use to put stars together. Once you win 
  he'll give you a gaddget. 
   Mini Game          
                            

43.Game King - Win a game of Watch 'Em - Time:Short - N/A - Medium 
  Bowser Game Hall (Orange Pipe) - Just watch which pipe he's in 
  and catch him 3 out of 5 tries. 
   Gaddget - Jewelry Case 

44.Duel Tower, 1F - To win a game of Stair Scare - Time:Short - N/A - Easy 
  Duel Tower - 1st answer is Chaaaarge! 
  Just press a as fast as possible to win Stair Scare and then 
  go to 2f. 
   Allowed to go to 2F 

45.Duel Tower, 2F - To win a game of Volleybomb - Time:Short - N/A - Medium 
  Duel Tower - This game is a drop hard to get the hang of with 
  the jumping and hitting midair.Allit is is volleyball with a  
  bomb that will explode if you keep up the volley to long.  
  You have to make it land or explode 3 times on their side to win.   
   Allowed to go to 3F 

46.Duel Tower, 3F - To win a game of Chicken! - Time:Short - N/A - Medium 
  Duel Tower - This is a medium-hard game since he will only go out 
  at the last second sometimes.In order to win you have to stay out 
  longer. 
   Mini Game 



47.Mustached Hero! - To win a game of Tank-Down - Time;Short - N/A - Easy 
  Spear Thicket - You must use Mario or Luigi to do this quest! 
  You challenge the Shy Guy and win a game of Tank-Down. Tank-Down  
  is an easy game where you control your character in a "tank" use  
  a to shoot a punch and you can charge it up for a super punch.  
  You have a flashlight pointing in whatever direction you're facing 
  which will allow you to see ahead. I advise using the super punch  
  to do the first 3/5 damage and using normal punches to finish him off. 
   Mini Game 

48.Blooper Battle - Win a game of Hammergedon - Time:Short - N/A - Easy - Medium 
  Mushroom Beacon - You have to hit te other person with 3 hammers  
  before he hits you with 3. You can throw the hammers either  
  straight up by pressing up and b or torwards the other person by 
  pressing b.My advice for this game is to go right near him and 
  throw straight up till he dies.Watch out though since your own  
  hammers can hurt you to. 
   Mini Game  
    

49.Chomper Stomper - Win a game of Chain Saw - Time: Short - N/A - Medium 
  Chain Chomp - Speak to Chain Chomp and agree to duel him. 
  Win the game of Chain Saw by pressing a fast enough to sweat 2 drops 
  (anything more and you'll get to tired and have to break)and finish  
  the conversation 
    Mini Game 

50.Bowserstein! - Win a game of Koopa Kurl Time;Medium - N/A - Hard 
  Bowser Lab (Purple Pipe) - Agree to duel him and fight the Scary monster 
  since if you fight the Very Scary you'll see a few birds run by and you'll 
  have to reenter the lab.Bowser will then challenge you to a game of Koopa 
  Kurl.Koopa Kurl is shuffleboard except that instead of sliding off edges 
  you bounce.Bowser will have 2 rounds of 3 shells with you and whoever has 
  the most points at the end wins.  
   Gaddget - Magic Lamp  

******************************************************************************** 
IV.  Character List 
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 Tumble - He's still workign as our beloved Shroom guide. 

 Koopa  - Cycles often with Koopa Paratroopa 

 Paratroopa - Made a fortune selling Toxic Toad Z figurines. 

 Boo - All the Boos haunt Horror Condo daily now. 

 Ukiki - He quit being mator.Still pals with Akiki 

 Thwomp - His new friend, Whomp got inside somehow, 

 Sushi - Sushi opened a seaside beed and breakfast. 

 Shroomlock - He went on vacation and solved a crime! 



 Mrs. S - She's gotten hooked on infomercials 

 Flutter - She's still looking for a new boyfriend. 

 Petal Guy - Gave up poetry for a career in carpentry. 

 Mr. I - He's learning how to wink for Peach. 

 Goombob - might move to the beach with Goombetty 

 Goombetty - Loves Goombob madly. Collects seashells. 

 Bullet Bill - Finished second in the world sprint trials. 

 Hulu - She's got new students and a new classroom! 

 Hammer Bro - He's been training for an upcoming tourney. 

 Mr. Blizzard - He's learning a mean fastball in the minors. 

 Cheep Cheep - He's improved a lot. He even set a new record! 

 Coach - wrote a book on his confidence techniques. 

 Fly Guy - His bags packed, he just waits on the roof. 

 Klepto - Changed the secret code to guard his treasure. 

 Snifit - getting a bit tired of all the Boo sightings. 

 Dorrie - he hasn't seen Yoshi in ages! 

 Mr. E - Nobody seems to know where he's gone... 

 Bob-omb - Stepped in to fill Big Bob-omb's shoes 

 Bob-omba - Her Piranha Plant has grown a bit TOO big. 

 Piranha Plant - Still healthy.Still dangerous.Huge,too! 

 Big Bob-omb - moved to the jungle to enjoy retirement. 

 Ninji - Sold his DVD when he got bored of cartoons. 
  
 Lakitu - Secretly yearns to be a screenwriter. 

 Lantern Ghost - Still runs the club.They meet on Tuesdays! 

 Mushbert - Outgrew Toad Force V. Loves Koopa Quest now. 

 Monty Mole - Gave up the games and got himself hitched! 

 Amp - Hit a hot streak in the Game Room 

 Hoot - His head won't stop spinning 

 Penguin - Still can't afford that ol' wedding ring... 
  
 Kamek - Forgave Bowser and joined his side. 

 Salvo - Still guards the second floor of Duel Tower. 

 Whmop - Became good friends with Thwomp. 

 Mouser - Was really bummed that Whomp left. 

 Spear Guy - Lurks in thickets, waiting for a mustache. 



 Blooper - Trains hard every day and is getting tough. 

 Chain Chomp - Now guards te first floor of Duel Tower. 

 Shy guy - The coal is starting to run a little low again. 

 Pokey - Many consider his new riddle the finest ever. 

 Toady - his Mushroom Stadium gig was a big hit. 

 MechaKoopa - Spends all his time writing a new theorem. 

 Dolphin - He's become a massive TV star. 
  
 Goomba - Officially assigned to be Shroom City's guide. 

 Naval Piranha - seems to grow quite well in the dry desert. 

 Huffin Puffin - Not even Bowser knows where they vanished to. 

 Koopa Kid - Still idolizes Bowser's every (stupid) move. 

 Bowser - Wants to make a clean start at beating Mario. 

******************************************************************************** 
IV.  Credits 
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 Nintendo:    For making this game. 
 My mother:   For making sure I don't work through the night on this. 
 and me:      For spending many hours writing this. 
    

 This may be not be reproduced under any circumstances except for personal 
 or private use. It may not be placed on any web site or otherwise 
 distributed publicly without advance written permission. Use of this 
 guide on any other web site or as a part of any public display is 
 strictly prohibited, and a violation of copyright except for the 
 following websites: 
  http://www.gamefaqs.com 
  https://www.neoseeker.com 
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